
743 Washington Drive
Washington, New Hampshire 03280
November 5, 2010

New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
21 South Fruit Street
Suite 10
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Gentlemen:

The next time that you have to pass judgement on a PSNH rate increase, please consider the way that
they waste money. The attached add is one example. I don’t see the point to it or the benefit from it.

“~“~ch~nE~on, N0~ Narnpch~ve

Howard Nelson
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Ever)’ day, Todd Brisard goes

wherever he is needed to maintain

PSNH’s power lines, making sure

places like the Dover Ice Arena

have all the electricity they need.

And when Todd Brisard’s son hits

the puck into the goal in overtime

and Todd goes huts in the stands,

it doesn’t seem crazy to ask...

can a hockey puck Lenerate

ELECTRICITY?

~ Public Service
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At PSMH, the power is in our peopk
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The world sees a child who
has autism. We envision a healthy
adult. Then again, keeping a posi
tive outlook runs in the family

In 1997, a group of five
fathers of sons with autism helped
found the UC Davis MIND
Institute. Their vision? Experts
from every discipline related to
the brain working together under
one roof, toward a common goal:
curing neurodevelopmental disor
ders, starting with autism.

Today, the MIND Institute
is home to a collaborative
community of leaders in their
respective areas of expertise —

from neuroscience to education,
from molecular biology to
developmental pediatrics.

Utilizing the advanced

biomedical technology and
research infrastructure of the
University of California, Davis,
they pursue treatments and
preventions that will ensure better
futures for the one in twenty
Americans with autism, fragile
X, learning disabilities, or other
neurodevelopmental disorders.

Our multidisciplinary approach
is already producing major steps
forward: Teams have discovered
key differences in chlldren’s
immune systems, and are.äosirig
in on biological and bëhavioràl
markers that can help doctors
diagnose and treat autism earl~r.

Is a cure finally ithminent?,
No one knows for sure. But,
for the first time ever, the smart
money is on Hope.

The house that
collaboration built.

UCDAVIS
MIND INSTITUTE

AUTISM, m~OPTIMISM.
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The MIND Institute brings

scientists, clinicians, educators,

parents, and even community

volunteers together to fight

neurodevelopmental disorders.


